
Model 92 - Mulch Layer
Mechanical Transplanter Company

MODEL 92 STANDARD FEATURES
Shown with optional Drip Tape Applicator and Plastic Mulch Cutter

*  Bed shaping shoes open furrow for the stretch
   wheels to hold the plastic while rear cover discs
   apply soil to edge of plastic
*  Large soil shields keep the plastic surface 
    clean and allows for faster application
    speeds
*  For use with 36-48” plastic mulch
*  Optional Drip Tape Applicator and Plastic Mulch Cutter

*  Leveling pan for very smooth and firm beds
*  Double rollers for easy loading of plastic
*  Roller assembly allows for self starting of plastic,
    just set the machine down and go!
*  Extra roll holder feeds new roll into machine with
    just a pull of a lever
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The Model 92 converts to a Model 92B Bed Shaper through 
implementation of deeper wings under the front leveling pan. 

Rear dirt shield and scrapers level the edges next to the plastic.

*  Use of 3’ plastic makes a bed with an 18” top and 4” high
*  Use of 4’ plastic makes a bed with a 24” top and 4” high

*  The Model 94 Bed Shaper is recommended for wider and taller beds.
*  The cutting bar cannot be used with the bed shaper option

*  The self-starting feature works on both Model 92 & 92B
*  Be advised to rototil the soil before forming beds or laying plastic

*  Optional Drip Attachments available

Shapes a 4” bed and lays plastic in one operation
Model 92B - Bed Shaper / Mulch Layer


